THE DEVIL'S MINER

INFORMATION ON SPECIAL PREVIEW SCREENINGS IN YOUR COMMUNITY LISTED ON THE BACK!
THE DEVIL’S MINER by KIEF DAVIDSON AND RICHARD LADKANI

CO-PRESENTATION WITH LATINO PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Living in poverty with their mother in the mountains of Bolivia, 14-year-old Basilio and his 12-year-old brother, Bernardino, work long shifts in the Cerro Rico silver mines, braving deadly conditions to earn enough money to attend school. THE DEVIL’S MINER follows the brothers into the underground mining tunnels as they tempt fate in order to gain a better life.

THE DEVIL’S MINER WILL AIR NATIONALLY ON THE EMMY AWARD-WINNING PBS SERIES INDEPENDENT LENS ON TUESDAY, MAY 23rd, 2006 AT 10:00 PM. CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS.

To find out more about ITVS Community Cinema visit www.itvs.org/outreach

THE DEVIL’S MINER is a co-production of Kief Davidson and Richard Ladkani in association with Latino Public Broadcasting. The Emmy award-winning series Independent Lens is jointly curated by ITVS and PBS and is funded by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) with additional funding provided by PBS and the National Endowment for the Arts.